Leading the
Limitless Initiative
Mercy Without Limits invites our supporters to join us
as we bring limitless aid, limitless action, and limitless
hope to communities in need around the world.
Be a part of the MWL family and join us in Leading the
Limitless Initiative in 2022.
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"Too often we
underestimate the power
of a touch, a smile, a kind
word, a listening ear, an
honest compliment, or
the smallest act of caring,
all of which have the
potential to turn life
around."

"

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Black History Month
Mercy Without Limits recognizes and celebrates the work of the
Black community worldwide over the course of history. Racial
equality is a basic human right; we are the human race, and all
ethnicities deserve dignity and respect. This month, we want to
highlight our love and extend our appreciation to all our black
family members across the globe.
From all of us at Mercy Without Limits, we thank you.
In the spirit of honoring black humanitarians, MWL would like to
highlight the words of heroes that brought attention and
education to underserved communities during their lifetimes; we
will be incorporating their wisdom throughout our newsletter.

Our Work in Sierra Leone
”Every great dream begins with a dreamer.
Always remember, you have within you the
strength, the patience, and the passion to reach
for the stars to change the world.”

- Harriet Tubman

"

With the help of our donors and
volunteers in Africa, we have been
able to sustain and strengthen
orphans in Sierra Leone. Where
there are children, there is hope;
and with the tireless work of the
local communities, these children
are being provided for, and given
the opportunity at an education that
every individual has a right to. We
thank our volunteers – your efforts
elevate us all.
Eid clothing will be available to donate towards this
coming holiday season – bring joy to orphans by
sending an Eid gift.

We appreciate everything you
do – you are motivating and
inspiring to us all.

Winter Campaign

Success

This past Winter deadly snowstorms brought additional
struggles and devastation to already-displaced Syrian
families trying to make it through the difficult season. Aging
tents collapsed, and many in camps faced a lack of resources
and adequate heat; leaving adults and children alike
unprotected from the freezing elements.
Mercy Without Limits was on the scene almost immediately,
recognizing the lack of supplies and need for urgent aid. With
the help of our invaluable donors, MWL was able to bring
solutions through heating options, coats, carpets, mattresses,
blankets, and even housing to families left suffering in the
cold.
You brought comfort to those in need this winter. With your
donations, numerous families were able to survive the
season.

“Change will not come if we wait for
some other person or some other
time. We are the ones we’ve been
waiting for. We are the change that
we seek.”

- Barack Obama

The scope of families served was inspiring.

Our supporters were crucial in the supplies we were able to
provide struggling families.

Volunteers warmed the mood with heaters and smiles.

Relief is rewarding to both the supplier and the receiver.

Leading the way with limitless teamwork.

We were thrilled to see infectious positivity following the toughest of times.

Sunshine and smiles bring brightness after the storm.

We cannot adequately express how grateful we are for our valued volunteers.

Every second we spend with these sweethearts is so enjoyable.

Our workers plow through wondrously - wind, rain, or shine.

Families in freezing tents were fixed up with heaters and fuel.

Aid is ageless – from our youth to our elderly, we are on a mission to care for all.

Our staff always shows passion and persistence in providing supplies to sustain.

Working tirelessly to comfort kiddos in camps brings comfort to us.
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You Invested in Making
Their Dreams a Reality
A re-cap of our end of year education campaign

“Success is to be measured not
so much by the position that one
has reached in life as by the
obstacles which he has overcome
while trying to succeed.”

- Booker T. Washington
Our End of Year campaign exceeded expectations in bringing
vital education to underserved orphans across several
countries. Your donations were put towards providing for a
child’s future in the short-term and the long run – and
bringing hope and change to communities that have seen
countless challenges. We thank you for your donations to this
crucial cause.

“I have reached the ninth grade and
wish to finish school so I can become a
doctor and treat people”
- Rama Idris 15 years old

Equipping orphaned children with the tools they need to
accomplish their aspirations is awe-inspiring.
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World Hijab Day

“I'm one of those people who feels
like I have to be strong for those
people who may not be able to find
that strength. I feel like I have to
speak up for those people whose
voices go unheard.”
- Ibtihaj Muhammad
February 1st marked the annual World Hijab Day. At Mercy
Without Limits, we believe in empowering women through the
work that we do; providing resources and education for
orphans; and vocational education and work-skills for widows
to foster their independence and develop innate individual
skills. Attaining the courage to express oneself is a form of
empowerment; and we would like to recognize all of the
beautiful, brave women who make a choice to stand out and
let the world know who they are. You are special; you are
strong; and you will always be inspiring.

Our volunteers work tirelessly, showing up as sweet
superheroes to struggling families.

Upcoming Campaigns –
Widow Support Unlocking Her
Limitless Potential
“I am lucky that whatever fear I
have inside me, my desire to win is
always stronger.”
- Serena Williams

The MWL family knows that women are the pillars of any
community. Women are irreplaceable; and their work and
contributions in every area are invaluable. Our upcoming
Widow campaign will be highlighting females in different
parts of the world – and what you can do to help support
their efforts, thereby sustaining a society.

Ramadan Ready!
Ramadan is fast approaching – and MWL has plenty
planned for our donors to take part in. This year, make
the most of Ramadan with your deeds, by donating
towards a variety of causes that will be rewarding and
bring you blessings in this life and the next.

Rise and Socialize
So much is going on in the world, and the team at Mercy
Without Limits is doing all that we can to bring
awareness, attention and action to those desperately in
need of aid. Join us on social media and be the first to
know what is going on and what you can do to bring
positive change to the world.

"My humanity is bound up in yours,
for we can only be human together."
- Desmond Tutu
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CONTACT US
We would love to hear from you. Let us know what you would like to see more of
- your feedback is especially important to us.
Email us at info@mercywithoutlimits.org

